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A method for obtaining the asymptotic expansion in powers of tt2 of the partition function 
corresponding to a rigid top of arbitrary symmetry is presented. Explicit expressions for the first three 
terms of this expansion are obtained. When two moments of inertia are equal the results reduce to 
the known formulas for the symmetric top. 

In nonempirical calculations of thermodynamic func
tions of substances at the present time, one starts, in 
the majority of cases, from the classical integral for 
the partition function. Only in those rare situations in 
which explicit expressions for the energy levels are 
known is it possible to perform an exact summation 
over the states. However, e.g., for the case of a rigid 
asymmetric top, when there is no analytic dependence 
of the levels on an index, the difference between the 
exact rotational partition function and the classical 
partition function can approach 10% for light molecules. 
In this paper, quantum corrections to the classical parti
tion function of a rigid top are calculated without ex
plicit summation over the energy levels. 

The Hamiltonian operator corresponding to free ro
tation of a solid about its center of inertia is 

H.=,/.(aL,'+bL,'+cL,'), 

where Li are the angular-momentum components 
along the internal coordinate axes, and a > b > care 
the inverse moments of inertia. Introducing the ellip
tical coordinates Pl and P2 on a unit sphere: 

t'= (a-p,) (a-p,) , Tj'= (b-p,) (b-p.) ~'= (c-p,) (c-p,) 
(a-b) (a-c) (b-a) (b-c) , (c-a) (c-b) 

we can write the operator Ho in the form[l] 

Ii.=-~[p,l'-P(p,)~(l'-P(p,)~) 
PI-P, apt apt 

+p,l'P(p.) a:. (l'P(p,) a:,))' 
Here P(p) = (p- a)(p- b)(p- c). 

(1 ) 

(2) 

With the condition that the square of the total angular 
momentum has the value l( l + 1), the equation for the 
eigenfunctions of the operator (2) admits a solution in 
the form of a product of two functions, of the variables 
Pl and P2 respectively, each of which is an eigenfunction 
of the operator 

Ii = It' {-4l'P(P)~l'P(P)~+I(I+1)P}' 
2 ap ap 

IntroduCing the new variable z by the formula dz 
=dp/2.fP, we can write (3) in the following form: 

(3) 

-iJ+UJ' r-----
I 
I 
I 
I 

-(,) o 

The real axis in the p plane corresponds, in the z 
plane, to the boundary of a rectangle with vertices 0, 
w, w+w', w' (see the figure), with p(w)=a, p(w+w') 
=b and p(w') = c. 

For the partition function Q corresponding to the 
operator (1), we can write the following expression: 

2 ~ tf. ( 2.nkz ) • (2nkz ) Q = --;;; .f...l (21+1) 'j' exp -i--;- exp(-~H)exP\ i--;;- dz. 
1_0 C l __ <XI 

( 5) 

where {3 = 1/kT, H is taken from (4), the factor 2l + 1 in 
the sum is a consequence of the degeneracy of the en
ergy with respect to the value of the angUlar-momentum 
component along an external axis, and the integration 
contour C is the boundary of the rectangle with vertices 
w, w + w', -w +w', -w'. Since the equality 

• ( i2nkz ) ( i2nkZ) ( 2.nk .)' p' exp -fJ)- = exp -fJ)- - (;)+ P 

is valid, the expression (5) for Q can be transformed as 
follows: 

Q = ~ ~ (21+1) ~.exp {-8 [(Ii - ~k) '+ 1(1+1)p ]} th, (6) 
I,ll. C 

where E = {3te /2. To perform the summation over k, we 
can make use of a method analogous to that applied in 
the papers[2,3]. The basic idea of this method is as 
follows. 

lt is well known that if two operators A and B do 
not commute, then 

Sp [exp (A+B)]*Sp [exp (A) ·exp (8) J. 

However, artificially introducing a dependence on a 
parameter, A == A(tl) and B == B(t2), we can write 

• • 
exp(A+B)= exp (S A (t.)dt.) exp (J B(t,)dt.) , 

. . 0 0 

-H='/.II·[p'+I(IH)p(z) J; p=-iiJ/az. (4) with the condition that 

The equation for the eigenfunctions of the operator (4) 
is the Lame equation in the Weierstrass form, and the 
function p(z) coincides, to within a constant term, with 
the Weierstrass elliptic function. The half-periods of 
p(z) are equal to 

1'dp 1-dp 

fJ)=2! l'P' = 2:! l'P' 

1 • dp _ 1 -. d 
fJ)'=2[ l'P=2! ;.~ 
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A (t,).8(t,) = {1-~ for , • .;;;t. 
BA for t,>t, (7) 

The expression (6) can now be written as follows: 

Q = ~ ~ (21+1) ~exp{ -8 [J p·dt,- (S Pdt,)' 
I,ll C 

(8) 

lt should be noted that 
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r 
~ [ 4n' ( Cil J A )'] • ",-,exp --;;)i"'B k--zn pdt, = 6.(q, x) e-" , (9) 
• 

Since, for small q, the expansion 

Cil SA 4n' , 
x=2;" pdt, q=-;;-B. 

is valid (cf.,~., [41), in the following we can use the 
expression V 1T/q=w/tiv'21T{:3 for the sum over k in (9). 

fl.(q,x)- y n exp(qx')[HO(e-"/")], 
q 

The partition function takes the following form: 

Q= lil'~n~ rdzexP{-B[J p'dtl-(J Pdtl ),]} 

x 1: (21+1) exp [ -81(1+1) J pdt, ] ( 10) 
I 

or 

where 
~ 

I(s)= 1:(21+1)exp[-sl(I+1)]. 
1_0 

In the neighborhood of s = 0, the expansion 

121 
l(s)=-;--T+jSs-", . (11) 

is valid for l(s)[5,61. It is clear that only the first term 
in (11) will give a non-zero contribution to the partition 
function. The subsequent terms vanish after the integra
tion, since they have only one singular point-a pole at 
z = O-inside the contour C. 

Expanding the first exponential in the integrand in 
(10) in a series, we obtain an asymptotic expansion of Q 
in powers of ti, The first term of this expansion will be 

(12) 

Two simple zeros of the function p are positioned on 
the imaginary axis, symmetrically about the point z = w'. 
One of these is positioned inside the integration contour. 
Therefore, 

Taking into account that 

o'p 1 oP op oP 
-=-=-.--=2-, 
oz' 'IP op oz op 

and using (11), for Q1 we can write 

, 2,f, B 1 o'p 1,f, OP 1 
Q,= 1I1'2nR 'j'dzs12;.;;-az;-= 31!l'2nR 'j'dzap;'-' 

I" c . l'" c 

Only terms proportional to p-1 and p-2 give a contri
bution to the integral: 

Q, = 1 Pdz [_ 2(a+b+c) + ab+ac+bc] 
3111'2n~ c p p' 

After simple transformations, the first quantum correc
tion to the classical expression (13) for the partition 
function acquires the form 

(15) 

The next term in the expansion of (10) will be 

Here, in the same way as before, by performing trans
formations in accordance with the rule (7) we can bring 
the expression (16) to the following form: 

Ii ,/T [14 ( fJ2p )' 1 04p 1] 
Q. = 288 V -zn P dz "5 "'Tz2 P' - 8z' P' . (17) 

The function under the integral sign, as already noted 
earlier, has a singularity at the point corresponding to 
p = O. Performing calculations analogous to those given 
above, we can bring (17) to the form 

Q2=~'1 n {~-~S-..!!...R'-.!....!:...} (18) 
12 V N N 5 5 40 N' ' 

where 

N=T.TbT" R= 1: Ti, S=+ 1: 't,'t. (i,k=a, b,c). 
' .... 

Thus, the first three terms in the expansion of the 
partition function in powers of ti will be 

Q = y ~ { 1 + ~ (R -~ ~) + 112 (R:' - ! S - ~ R' - :0 ~.) } . 

( 19) 

2 2ni y-n-

Qo= 1!l'2n~ iB.21'abc = 't.to't,' 

The terms enclosed in the first round brackets are pro
(13) portional to ti2 , those in the second to ti4, and so on. 

This result coincides with the expression obtained from 
classical mechanics for the partition function of an 
asymmetric top. 

The next term in the expansion (10) will be 

2 t • 2 • 

QI9" 1i1'2n~ PdZ{-B[SP'dtl-(JP"~I) ]}1(8JPdt,). (14) 
C .0 0 0 

We transform the first integral in the square brackets 
in accordance with the rule (7): 

I t GO I 

f p' dt, 1 (8 f P.dt,) = 1: (21+1) J e-,pllO+'lp'e-,p(l-ill(I+ll dt 
o 0 1_0 0 

=_~ L.(21+1)I(I+1)e~e-"'('+'l-~.!!. ol(ep). 
6 I fJz' 6 oz' o(ep) 

Analogously, for the second integral in (14) we can ob
tain 

( J' A )' (J' ) e o'p ol(ep) 
o p dt, 1 eo pdt, = 12""Fz2 fJ(Bp) . 
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For a = b '" c, formula (19) becomes 

,1 n [ 1 ( 't,' ) 1 ( 2 't,' 't,' ) ] Q= V-,- 1+-2 4'to-- +- 321:0 -24-+7-, +,.. , 
To 1:, 1 1:1 480 T, T, 

which coincides with the results obtained in[61 for the 
symmetric top. 

(20) 
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